
Metalogue Tools 

THE PROJECT 
Metalogue Tools – This project creates the means f or manifesting Gregory Bateson’s (see below) double format. The project creates a 
framework so that artists and audiences of differing backgrounds can share communally generated narratives. Moreover, the structure 
of these narratives will invite audiences into digitally generated reflective spaces, where over a space of time, the audience can; reflect 
upon, comment, share resources, ideas and references in order to create a democratic community of reflection. The expected results 
will be achieved by the designing and structuring of a poetic data-bases which can be shared via website platforms. The narratives for 
this project are extended versions of those generated during the MONO.DIO.POLI.META.LOGUES project.  

THE RESEARCHERS 
This project was conducted by: 
Designer and Project Manger: Maziar Raein –  Lecturer at KHiO Design. 
Independent Researchers:  Tale Næss Lysestøl PhD. 
Designers & Programmers: Martin Asbjørnsen & Alejandro Rojas  
Researcher / PhD Research Fellow: Eliot Moleba, KHiO Theatre 

THE OUTCOMES 
- A working Beta testing website that aims to bring about a place where narratives can be generated, within the context of social and 
cultural dialogue, enabling the project initiator to invite, participants form different backgrounds; writers, researchers, audience, 
stakeholders, members of various interested social groups etc. to contribute to the generation of the said project. These contributions 
take a number of different forms / media: 
- text files 
- image files 
- video files 
- PDF files etc. 

Moreover, these contributions can be initiated as conversations and these are then open to commentaries and reflections by the 
participants.  

However, the unique form of this site is that then these commentaries can be interlinked through various groupings where the tracing 
of the commentaries, commentaries upon commentaries etc. can be stacked and self-referenced.  



These clusterings will not be merely baggings, rather seen as a basis for poetic clustering of themes and ideas not solely dependent to 
keyword tags. 

There is a beta-test version of this site in work-in-progress version 

https://metalogues.netlify.app/ 

THE OUTLINE OF THE PROJECT:  THE METALOGUE TOOLS 
This is a website that holds research projects hosted by Oslo National Academy Of The Arts' (KHiO) Design Department. 

The project aimed to create a research environment were the form and content of the research could be housed in such a manner, so as to allow for a 
multiplicity of voices to engage with it, while noting the structures relevant to the discussions. Or as Gregory Bateson puts it:

“A metalogue is a conversation about some problematic subject. This conversation should be such that not only do the participants discuss the 
problem but the structure of the conversation as a whole is also relevant to the same subject.” Gregory Bateson, Steps to an Ecology  
of Mind

The pages work through inviting comments and discussions on, links, document uploads, films, images and texts. Invited participants can also 
comment on comments, and links etc. These are stacked in such a way as to create different levels of commentary. The best metaphor for this can be 
an imagined tree trunk of ideas with a plethora branches spreading out. 

… 

In order for this project to be tested Raein and Lysestøl initiated a test theme on vulnerability, with the Lysestøl developing the project 
within an artistic and theatrical focus, looking at the role of vulnerability (presented at KHiO Research week 2021). This was the basis 
of theatrical texts that were generated by Lysestøl and workshop with actors etc. These included in exploring the role of tragedy in The 
Oresteia by Aeschylus and Antigone by Sophocles. 

The texts were centred around notions of displacement (Lysestøl) and disinheritance (Raein). 

https://metalogues.netlify.app/


THE OUTLINE OF THE PROCESS 
The project relied on a number of workshops. These included workshops that focused on: 
- the creation of the tools / website this was done with working of paper and pen iterations with Martin Asbjørnsen & Alejandro 

Rojas, exploring editorial processes through which the iterations could be explored and best prioritised 
- testing the Alpha version of the site  
- Beta Testing the site (work-in-progress) 
- Also workshops that explored the content in ration to the form of production with Moleba, Lysestøl and Raein 

OUTCOME 
The project will be disseminated and spend for more in-depth use during the KHiO Research Week 2022. And others have been invited into this 
process already (Oslo Psychogeographic Lettering Project).

It is envisaged that this unique approach to narrative generation where content and form come together and bring about the collaboration of graphic 
designers, programmers and writers may form the basis of future projects.
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